Helium Tank Rentals
Operating Instructions
1. Secure cylinder in a well-ventilated area. Connect balloon inflator until hand-tight. Slowly
open the valve to pressurize the system.
2. Place balloons neck over the nozzle and press the nozzle down gently. Release when the
balloon is inflated to desired size. Remove the balloon from nozzle and tie the end before
attaching a string or ribbon.
3. After use, turn the valve off and release any excess gas by tilting the filling kit. This will
remove the pressure and allow you to remove the nozzle. Remove the nozzle when cylinder is
ready to be transported. Replace the cylinder cap onto the cylinder.
We recommend the cylinders be used only by informed adults and that children are not involved
in the operating of this instrument.
If a nozzle is lost or damaged $50.00 will be charged. If the nozzle’s nipple is damaged the
charge will only be $15.00.
Once a helium tank is taken out from the premises a minimum of $20.00 will be charged whether
helium is used or not. The cost for the helium tank is from the time it’s taken out and not for the
time used.
$5.00 will be charged for the balloon filler and $ 10.00 for the tank as rental for each week until
they are returned.
We will not refund any money for the unused portion of the gas, so please select the tank
accordingly.
Average (number of hours) flying time if using…
7”
Round balloons
3-6 hours
9”
Round balloons
12-16 hours
11”
Round balloons
18-24 hours
14”
Round balloons
26-30 hours
Note: Conservative flying times. Actual flying times will vary depending upon temperature,
atmospheric conditions and the quality of the balloons.
If problems not covered above are encountered, contact GNS Party Rentals at 416-288-1977.

***REMEMBER*** TO ALWAYS
REMOVE NOZZLE BEFORE TRANSPORTING TANKS

